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NEW LED FRESNEL RANGE: High Power and Enhanced CRI (>90) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 High Power and Enhanced CRI (Chromacity Rendering Index) LED FRESNELS:  
The full range of FRESNELS (international patent N° WO 2013/024501 A1) is now available with 
a much higher Output (more than 50% in full flood than the previous version) and with a CRI 
bigger than 90 in both the Tungsten and the Daylight Balanced CCT versions. 
The Tungsten Balanced CCT versions have been successfully verified with Professional Cameramen 
in TV Studio in order to be combined with conventional Filament Lamp Fixtures. 
The new Daylight versions are rated at 5.600°K with the CRI greater than 90 and are matching 
other types of available sources in the market such as HMIs and Daylight Fluorescents. 
 

 Increased Light output from previous models:  
o The former 40W is now 55W (37% increase in power) & a Light Output Increase of 40% 

more than the previous version in full flood, but with a wider Beam angle. 
o The former 90W is now 110W (22% increase in power) & a Light Output Increase of 56% 

than the previous version in full flood at the same Beam Angle. 
o The former 120W is now 150W (25% increase in power) & a Light Output Increase of 56% 

than the previous version in full flood at the same Beam Angle. 
    

It is evident the exceptional increase in efficiency characterizing the new range of LED FRESNEL. With the 
following unique features:  

 high Light output and appropriate Fresnel type Beam (full Barndoor, proper shadows, smooth field)  
 High CRI, greater than 90 
 super smooth DMX dimming from 100% to 0%   
 Full DC Output and Flicker Free operation at any Shutter or Frame/Picture per second speed,  
 Completely silent operation  

the NEW DE SISTI LED FRESNELS set a new standard for the Professional Lighting Industry choice for a 
HIGH QUALITY, HIGH EFFICIENCY and ENERGY SAVING White sources.  
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TLCI: the appropriate COLOURIMETRY INDEX from EBU: 
 
The DE SISTI LED FRESNELS are already utilized by 
Major Professional Lighting Designers and TV Stations 
such as BBC, BSKYB, ITV, ESPN, RAI, BR and many 
others. 
DE SISTI has installed in the last 1,5 years more than 
6.000 pieces of professional LED Fixtures at the most 
prestigious TV Stations around the world. 
 

At the same time DE SISTI is adhering to the European 
Broadcasting Union recommendation for the 
appropriate measuring and characterization method for 
documenting the colorimetric parameters of LED 
SOURCES. 
De Sisti is now including in the DATA SHEET the 
measurements of the TLCI (Television Lighting 
Consistency Index) based on the EBU measuring system 

(https://tech.ebu.ch/publications) , which is the ideal 
method to identify the appropriate quality of a LED 
Lighting Fixture to be used for Professional CAMERA.  
 

It is important to notice that EBU (European 
Broadcasting Union) defines a Top Quality Lighting 
Fixture if its TLCI is greater than 85 ……all the new DE SISTI LED products have a TLCI greater than 90, it 
means they are the ideal LED sources for professional lighting. 
 

LED UPGRADES for DE SISTI Tungsten FRESNELS either 1 or 2 kW  
 
Converting your De Sisti Tungsten 
Fresnel 1 kW to 110W LED or De 
Sisti Tungsten Fresnel 2 kW to a 
150W LED is fast and easy: 
 get the relevant original Retrofit 

from DE SISTI  
 Remove the 4 screws holding the 

bottom box on your existing 
Tungsten Fixture. 

 Swap the bottom box of your 
existing Fresnel with the Original 
De Sisti LED Retrofit Box. 

 Fix it on your Lighting fixture 
using the same 4 screws you 
had previously removed. 
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NEW LED SOFTLIGHT RANGE: High Power and Enhanced CRI (>95) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
with an exceptionally COLOR RENDERING INDEX (CRI) higher than 95 and a light output matching an 
almost twice the power Fluorescent fixture, this innovative Remote Phosphors LED Luminaire Range is the 
real answer to the Lighting Designers looking for: 
 

 a controlled Beam White Source, ideal for multiple camera use in the studio, with more effective 
control of the beam projection and effective Honeycombs 

 producing SOFT SHADOWS,  
 with a beautiful EVEN DISTRIBUTION and a real quality projection with precise reference white. 
 NO PIXEL EFFECT from the LED (which is a problem from many other Brand’s LED PANELS in the 

market). 
 Contained Size, reduced weight 

and exceptional efficiency for 
energy savings and lit Talent 
comfort. 

 Choice of Manual or Pole 
operation, the full dimming is 
through DMX and the LEDs are 
supplied with DC throughout 
the 0 to 100% dimming range, 
for a full FLICKER FREE 
operation and super smooth 
cross fades. 

 
 
 
They are a perfect complement to the DE SISTI LED FRESNELS. 
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LITE MINI HOIST: The Lightest Weight & most compact closed height motorized 
hoist in the market with 100 kg. SWL: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With the important success in the Market of DE SISTI LED FRESNELS and ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTS, we 
have experienced a very high percentage of newer Studios using more DMX Controlled devices and really 
getting the flexibility and benefit of being able to position the different FIXTURES anywhere within the 
Studio Area.  
 
The LITE MINI HOIST is really the optimal answer to such a need, as it is offering: 
 

1. An extremely contained Self Weight of 52 kg. (to minimize loading the Studio ceiling). 
2. Compact height when fully closed of 0,58 m. (to maximize the use of the Studio height). 
3. Ability to lift 100 kg. net, which is more than required to lift 4 to 5 lighting fixtures. 
4. Built In Mains and DMX Distribution on the motorized moving barrel. 
5. Tracking ability on the horizontal plan, for fine adjustment of the Lighting Fixture position, including 

Hoist horizontal Panning of 30° in each direction. 
6. Contained Pricing. 

 
The LITE MINI HOIST is the product that makes it possible to motorized your studio at affordable costs and 
provide the best flexibility to the lighting system. Energy efficiency is also about being able to optimally 
position your lighting fixtures to obtain the best picture. 
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MINI SPIDER: the Lightest Weight and most compact Pole Operated 
Pantograph in the market for  30 kg. lifting capacity, with exceptional stability 
of the movable part: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Manual Suspension with exclusive Special Fiber Pantograph Arms, a built in cable management system 
and TOP/BOTTOM  offset load Stabilizers, the MINI SPIDER is a unique New product for stable support of 
the Lighting fixture. 
 
The special Shape of the Arms provide additional stability to the moving part of the pantograph, yet the 
fact that they are built in a special structural fiber material make this pantograph the lightest weight in the 
industry (the Self weight of a 4 m. net extension MINI SPIDER, for 6 m. hanging heights, complete with 
Mains and DMX Load circuits is only 13,5 kg. when the typical average self weight of other Pantographs in 
the market for the same application is 20 kg.). 
 
The following HIGHLIGHTS are representing the innovation introduced by the MINI SPIDER: 
 

1. A stable support at any height of the lighting fixture. 
2. A special cable management to keep electrical conductor within the scissor arms structure and 

avoid stress on cables without severe bending radius. 
3. An extremely contained Self Weight of 13,5 kg. for 6 m. studios (to minimize loading the Studio 

ceiling). 
4. Compact height when fully closed to maximize the use of the Studio height. 
5. Ability to lift 30 kg. net, that can carry the majority of lighting fixtures for studio use. 
6. Built In Mains and DMX Distribution on the moving part. 
7. Compatible with the all D RAIL Range for full flexibility of positioning the Lighting Fixture.  
8. Contained Pricing. 

 
The MINI SPIDER is the product that makes the Manual (Pole Operated) positioning of your studio LIGHTS 
affordable in costs and provide the best flexibility to the lighting system.  
 
Energy efficiency is also about being able to optimally position your lighting fixtures to obtain the best 
picture. 


